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How data layer technologies can position financial institutions to succeed in a 
marketplace that is getting tougher.
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The financial services 
sector faces serious 
challenges around 
strained margins, 
changing customer 
behavior, and 
competition from 
digital-native market 
entrants. 

data-layer technologies in particular can help traditional 

from new opportunities.

First, customers increasingly demand an omnichannel 

banks that successfully implement such a strategy can turn 

to share customer data through open banking processes. But 
meeting these standards is not just a cost. In the UK, which 

opportunities.

changing conditions and build customer trust.

those that are able to make the most of that data.

Executive
summary



the pace of 

warned that credit quality could deteriorate rapidly and 

problems could “damage your public image if not handled 

crash, will likely persist for years.

as staying close contact to business partners and regulators, 

realistic yet compassionate guidelines for late or missed 
payments. But this is no time to despair. These daunting 
challenges are also opportunities to grow your market share, 

Fortunately, there are technological solutions that can 

of how Redis can be an essential element in helping banks 

unlock the associated opportunities.

challenges ranging from historically low interest rates 

Younger generations, who represent a large and growing 
portion of consumers, are demanding a better digital 

from things like cybersecurity are further squeezing margins. 

time to cope with these challenges as they also face growing 

Introduction



up with digital technology now make up a large portion of the 

share of deposits decline. 

For older customers and those with less access to digital 
tools, face-to-face interactions in bank branches remain 
important. The costs of maintaining a branch network has 

omnichannel strategy can transform those branches into 

follow suit. In this model, face-to-face becomes just one of 
a range of connected channels—one that digital 
challengers cannot match.

1. Omnichannel
to close or reduce hours and capacity during the 

digital channels, which companies must account for.

Companies often focus on optimizing application 

used by many as a high performing in-memory data 
layer that ensures consistently low latency for users. But 

intelligently manage interaction history during 

engine to help customers search through their 
account-transaction history. The high write throughput 

real time for tasks like credit-risk analysis and identity 



including the users to whom the data relates, from accessing 
and using it."

2. Open banking and regulation

such as money-management apps, and combine all their 

open banking becomes a requirement in more and more 

it is secure and works as intended.

Data is now driving the global
economy— just look at [...]
the world’s most valuable companies.
They collect and exploit the information 
that users generate.

Beyond that comes an opportunity for the entire sector to 

research suggests that open banking represents an estimated 

that would oblige businesses to implement particular 
standards, there is still a good reason for banks to pay 

that operate in Europe or elsewhere in the world must be 
prepared to comply with local open-banking rules. Second, in 

Solutions to ensuring the scalability of open banking 
platforms can perhaps be found in other areas, such as the 
realm of securities trading. In the case of international 

helped ensure timely data reporting to both regulators and 
customers. The company relies on Redis Enterprise as a cache 
for a data warehouse used for regulatory compliance, 

low latency while also guaranteeing on-demand scaling, high 

data to third parties.



cybercriminals and fraudsters. But there are also 
opportunities to be found amid the threats. Handling risk 

reputational bonus to companies that can boast of paying 

applications and customer data are more distributed than 

create new challenges. 

Thankfully, there are powerful options for companies that 

without compromising security. Security tools deployed in 

that access to database keys and commands are limited to 

sub-millisecond latency to power real-time fraud detection 

Redis Enterprise as a database supporting its fraud detection 

its users while processing millions of connections and billions 
of transactions per day. 

Redis Enterprise can also bring the power of in-memory 
processing to other components of a fraud detection 

processing that can be used to detect synthetic fraud. 

3. Security

 The costs of fraud and cybercrime

amount of the threat is automated, with bot attacks increasing 

The consequences can be enormous, from reputational 

customers.

billion



latency.

applications.

traditionally caused by the need to query reference data
stored in a separate database.

customer channels that might not be their usual priority, 

capacity in place to increase capacity or direct users to a 

in place ahead of time, then by the time you need it, it will be 

market for new applications by freeing IT teams from 
day-to-day management to focus on R&D.

technology, Redis Enterprise allows Redis databases to be 
replicated across multiple geographic regions, enabling local 

globally distributed applications. Redis Enterprise is also 

quickly launching databases in the cloud. 

is a robust and reliable system underpinning it all. 

pandemic is a brutal reminder of the need for crisis 
management plans, including the ability to direct customers 
to alternate channels or, better still, make seamless backend 

Too often, companies plan for things like uninterrupted 

works. The pandemic has been unusual in that it is not a threat 
to infrastructure like a hurricane or an earthquake might be, 
but it is still a global crisis that has upended customer 

business-as-usual.

4. Availability and scalability



opportunity for smart organizations able to transform their 

Conclusion

To get started, try Redis Enterprise in the cloud or download
Redis Enterprise software for a  free trial now.

Redis Enterprise to bring real-time performance to use cases 

and more. Furthermore, Redis Enterprise Cloud and tiered 


